
BELGIUM AMBASSADOR CALLS ON PUNJAB GOVERNOR

CHANDIGARH, APRIL 6: Ambassador of the Kingdom of Belgium, Mr. Pierre
Vaesen and Mr. Antoine Delcourt, Counselor Economic Affairs today called
on Punjab Governor and Administrator U T Chandigarh at Punjab Raj
Bhavan.

Discussing various issues at length with Belgium Ambassador,
Mr. Patil said that Punjab has achieved a major breakthrough in the
agriculture sector and allied fields and state is emerging as a progressive
and vibrant investment destination. He suggested for strengthening
partnerships in agri-related ventures especially food processing which
unlimited scope of collaboration. Mr. Patil said Punjab is one of the most
developed State in the country, which produces foodgrain not for the
state but for the entire country. He said land here is very fertile and
farmers were very entrepreneur.

Mr. Patil said second area where we can cooperate in Genetic
Technology. He said India is very rich in genetic wealth. If we cooperate
in this area we can develop genetic technology which is relevant to other
areas also.

The Governor said another area which has unlimited scope is solar
energy. He said if we join hands and heads in this area and produce solar
energy for domestic and agriculture purposes, we can save energy for
Industry.

Mr. Patil further stressed that there was a major scope to further
expand economic & business cooperation in wide range of fields like Nano
Technology, stem technology, sharing of educational tools &
technologies.

Stating that India and Belgium enjoy mature bilateral relations and
strong socio-cultural linkages, the, Belgium Ambassador, Mr. Pierre
Vaesen, said that they want to develop university exchange programmes
also. Accepting his suggestion, Mr. Patil said it would be of immense
mutual benefit for people on both sides if we exchange scientists of
National Laboratories along with teachers and students of universities.


